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Spanish Heritage and Ethnic Protest
in New Mexico: The Anti-Fraternity Bill
of 1933
PHILLIP B, GONZALES

In 1944, Kyle Crichton highlighted in fiction the dilemma of aspiring
urban Hispanos in New Mexico, The Proud People, set in 1941, centers
on the Esquivel side of the Esquivel-Lejanza family, The Esquivels are
proudest of the fact that their ancestry traces all the way back to Juan
de Onate's founding of New Mexico, A major theme in the novel's social
realism is New Mexico's distinctive "Spanish-American" sensibility, The
Esquivels, however, experience rough adjustment in a rapidly changing
present. Crichton depicted the tensions of ethnic attachment, aims of
middle class integration, and the obstacles presented by racial prejudice,
One dramatic episode in The Proud People begins when Lolita
transfers from a college in the east to the University of New Mexico in
her home town of Albuquerque, Lolita has been attending classes contentedly for a month when one day she distraughtly rushes into her room,
Minutes later Lozo brings the crushing news to her startled mother and
aunt: his sister has been denied membership in a sorority, The rejection,
by Anglo students Lolita had grown up with, is dealt, Lozo laments,
Phillip B, Gonzales received his doctorate in sociology from the University of California,
Berkeley, in 1985, The research and writing of this article was supported by the Southwest
Hispanic Research Institute and the Chicano Studies Program at the University of New
Mexico,
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"Because she's a Mexican ... Because she's darker than they are;
because she isn't white and stupid like themselves. , . !"1
Lolita is devastated, Lozo embittered, and the older women incredulous over the incident, not just as understandable reactions to racial
insult, but as expressions of the special attitude of those who emphasized claims to "Spanish blood." Thus the response to what Lozo has
just revealed: "'But we're white; we're not Mexicans,' [the aunt] said in
a stunned voice." Lozo replies: "'I know, I know, Aunt Ceferina; but that's
what they think we are.... ' "2
Crichton's sorority vignette is contemporarily evocative. In 1944
sociologist Carolyn Zeleny reported on informants who emphasized to
her the "marked system of social separatism" existing at the University
of New Mexico and the "strict rules" among fraternities and sororities
"never to admit Spanish Americans." Zeleny concluded that discrimination at the university, which, she said, had become "social policy,"
was probably the reason why so many Hispanos went elsewhere to
college. 3 Negative ethnic relations at the university were so notorious
that Carey McWilliams spread the report of fraternity exclusion in 1948,
E. B. Fincher did so in 1950, and Erna Fergusson repeated the story in
1951 4 In 1969, noting Zeleny's concern, Nancie Gonzalez interviewed
fraternity students at the University of New Mexico on their ethnic attitudes and constructed a table showing notable Spanish-surnamed
membership in Greek rolls beginning in the 1960s. 5
One reason for so many references was an earlier determination
on the part of New Mexico Hispanics to speak out on a university situation
they considered unsatisfactory.6 This concern dated at least to the early
1920s. By the 1940s, the Hispanic opinion of the university had soured
throughout the state into a veritable tradition of resentment, in large pari:
because of the way fraternities and sororities were perceived.
The discussion of university and fraternity-sorority problems in New
Mexico's social literature makes one wonder why Spanish Americans
1. Kyle Crichton, The Proud People (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944), 225-

32,

2, Ibid, 22,8
3. , Carolyn Zeleny, "Relations Between the Spanish-Americans and Anglo-Americans
in New Mexico: A Study of Conflict and Accommodation in a Dual-Ethnic Relationship"
(doctoral dissertation, Yale University, 1944),306.
4. Carey McWilliams, North From Mexico: The Spanish-Speaking People of the United
States (Philadelphia: J, B, Lippincott Company, 1949), 79; E, B, Fincher, "Spanish-Americans as a Political Factor in New Mexico, 1912-1950" (doctoral dissertation, New York
University, 1950), 54; Erna Fergusson, New Mexico: A Pageant of Three Peoples (New
York: Alfred A, Knopf, 1951), 229-30,
5. Nancie L. Gonzalez, The Spanish-Americans of New Mexico: A Heritage of Pride
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1969), 111-13,
6, "The young people who get to college are most articulate about their handicaps
and how they are overcoming them," Fergusson, New Mexico, 229,
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did not exert themselves in the first half of the twentieth century to remedy
social discrimination and exclusion. Hispanos, after all, are known for
their efforts to insure public schooling for their children once educational
rights were specifically guaranteed them in the 1912 constitution? Nor
did they lack leadership to work toward a more inclusive participation
in the main educational institution of the state.
As a result of Lolita's sorority snub in The Proud People, one family
member is moved to urge direct action. In commiseration with Lolita,
the Esquivels complain about the recent bad treatment Hispanos have
been receiving at the university. Aunt Doloritas feels that Uncle Bustamante is too complacent about this. When he says, "What can we do
about itT she says, "We can fight them." Bustamante argues they could
not possibly force acceptance of themselves in a stranger's house, to
which his sister indignantly replies, "Then they should be stopped entirely!"8
If Doloritas feels that her people are within their rights to actually
confront Anglos over fraternity and sorority insolence, no such action
occurs in The Proud People. Both Lolita and Lozo, as well as the rest
of the family, swallow their Spanish pride as World War II and lovers take
them on to different worlds. The result is that the novel perpetuates the
idea, widespread in both writings and everyday thinking in the Southwest, that despite intense resentment over Anglo antipathy, there has
always been a relationship between presuming to be Spanish and refusing to carry out ethnic protest.
Among non-fiction observers, Carey McWilliams coined the phrase
Spanish Fantasy Heritage to include this generalization, using Arthur
Campa as authority for the charge that the Spanish American's dissociation from Mexicans attempted to "justify prejudices and defense
mechanisms."g Presumably, in this interpretation, Spanish-American
"fantasy" reacted to Anglo prejudice in two inter-related ways such as
to symbolically deflect for themselves but not directly engage, Anglo
biases. First, it could proclaim itself romantically. As the anthropologist
Gonzalez wrote in 1969: "In the past, many [successful Spanish Americans] have been made to feel the pain of discrimination and their defense has been to gild and glorify the past which is now lost to them
forever. Many of the symbols to which they cling perhaps never existed
in colonial New Mexico, but the belief in the past does serve the purpose
7. John R. Chavez, The Lost Land: The Chicano Image of the Southwest (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984),97; Tom Wiley, Forty Years in Politics and
Education: Some Memories, Recollections and Observations (Albuquerque: Calvin Horn
Publisher, 1973), 27-34; Robert Arthur Moyers, "A History of Education in New Mexico"
(doctoral dissertation, University of Missouri, 1941), 491.
8. Crichton, Proud People, 231,
9. McWilliams, North From Mexico, 45,
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of alleviating feelings of inferiority and furthering social and ethnic solidarity. "10
As an extension of glorifying the past, Spanish Americans also reacted to racism's taint of anyone labeled Mexican by calling themselves
"white" and denying any Indian mixture in their past. "This belief," one
assessment has it, "became useful ideology in New Mexico as a protection against prejudice, loss of property and civil rights .... "11
Ironically, those writers who regard Spanish heritage as valid agree
with those who do not, that Spanish Americans have never promoted
ethnicity by way of protest. Turning away from discrimination, according
to Fray Angelico Chavez, is a reflection of genuine Hispanicism. "Finding
himself ignored or shunted aside because of his racial background,"
Chavez writes, [the true castizo] "proudly withdraws from the offending
circle to seek better pastures in another, and not necessarily his own
people."12 To Marc Simmons, it has been the Hispanos' unshakable
American patriotism that has made them "perennially suspicious of causes
and programs based on racism. "13 According to both authors, if there
has been Spanish-surnamed protest in New Mexico, it was always the
work of Mexicans and Mexican Americans, not the more "pure" Spanish
Americans.
Whether citing "fantasy" or extolling the Spanish, the tendency has
been to attribute an immutable pride without protest to New Mexico's
Spanish heritage. There is evidence, however, that Crichton may have
regretted his decision not to have been explicit in The Proud People
about Spanish protest. For there was a time when Spanish adherents
did set out to "fight them" as Crichton's character advocated. 14 It is clear
that the wishful thinking of Doloritas, and at another point, Aunt Ceferina,
is based precisely on this knowledge. 15
.
10. Gonzalez, The Spanish-Americans of New Mexico, 81.
11. J. M. Blaut and Antonio Rios-Bustamante, "Commentary on Nostrand's 'Hispanos'
and Their 'Homeland,'" Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 74 (March
I
1984), 158.
12. Fray Angelico Chavez, My Penitente Land: 'Reflections on Spanish New Mexico
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1974),270.
13. Marc Simmons, People of the Sun (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press.
1979), 56-57
14: Kyle Crichton told Clinton P, Anderson that there were many points where he had
gone wrong in The Proud People. That Crichton may have regretted softening his stance
is suggested by the following remark: "Strangely enough. I think my radical background
led me astray and kept me from being as strong with my thesis as I might have been. I
didn't want it to be regarded as propaganda and was criticized for being too soft" Crichton
to Anderson, March 31, 1944; Kyle Crichton Correspondence, 1944, Archive number 269,
Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico,
15, Aunt ceferina's allusion is in her suggestion that the Spanish Americans organize
a committee to investigate the hometown of a man who is studying Hispanos in New
Mexico. Crichton, Proud People, 265.
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Confrontations over ethnic conditions at the University of New Mexico occurred in 1933. An attempt was made, in Dolorita's words, to "stop
them entirely" through a bill introduced in the New Mexico legislature
which, had it passed, would have altogether abolished fraternities and
sororities.
Relating the anti-fraternity circumstance will not settle the question
of whether New Mexican Hispanics have been "really" Spanish or "really"
Mexican, since ethnic identification is always subjective. Nor does it
dispel the observations that the Spanish heritage has involved Mexican
dissociation, romanticism, and patriotic fervor. In fact, it reinforces them.
The account does demonstrate, however, a New Mexico public calling
itself "Spanish" for whom the tendencies of dissociation, romanticism,
and patriotism did not substitute for action against perceived discrimination. It shows, on the contrary, these very manifestations actively legitimizing and producing genuine social protest against an emblem 'of
Anglo dominance.
Placing the University of New Mexico and Hispano relations in perspective, it was common as Zeleny says, for Spanish-speaking people
to send their sons, and an occasional daughter, to colleges outside New
Mexico in the early years of this century. One reason was perceived
prejudice, but another was that the State University-its early official
name-remained small, lacking the resources for regional accreditation.
In the 1920s, however, as the New Mexico Anglo middle class rapidly
grew, the university developed. At the same time, what was originally a
trickle of Hispano students turned into a steady stream. Not only was
the institution gaining in stature and attracting many who might have
gone elsewhere, but increasing numbers came into the university from
a maturing public school system. The proportion of Hispanic enrollment,
however, stayed well below parity compared to the Spanish-surnamed
majority in the state. By best estimates, it grew from about 3 percent in
the early twenties to between 10 and 11 percent in 1933 when total
university enrollment was 1,200. 16
All other student elements increased their numbers as well, fraternity
and sorority organizations more profitably than any others. While fraternities and sororities had always featured prominently on campus, they
took on a special vigor throughout the thirties as several national organizations were chartered. Between 1928 and 1935 the state's business sector, in spite of the Great Depression, underwrote the building
16. There are no official figures giving ethnic compositions in enrollment for the period.
This estimate derives from. information university officials. related in contemporary press
releases: e.g. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, January 16,1933, and partly from The University
of New Mexico Alumni Association Directory (Dallas: Southwest Offset, 1981),353-57.
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of fraternity and sorority houses, negotiating land swaps with the university for this purpose. 17
With such organizational and material support. fraternities and sororities flourished on campus. As the range of student activities expanded, the Greeks dominated student life by stressing customary
competitions for the best organizational representation in various extracurricular functions. 18 Within the classroom, the contest for highest gradepoint average became so intense that Spanish-American students eventually claimed that the fraternity students successfully curried favor from
professors. 19 This domination within the university structure formed the
crux of what Spanish Americans encountered on campus throughout
the first half of the twentieth century.
The extreme cliquishness of the Greek system took on racial overtones in the presence of Hispano cultural and physical distinctiveness. 2o
Even family standing in the professions or public service could not
safeguard the Spanish American from the fraternity-sorority prejudice. 21
It seemed not to have mattered, for example, that when Juan A. Sedillo
enrolled in 1920, his father, Antonio, was a university regent. 22 According
17. This overall picture appears in several sources covering the period. including
the UN.M. Weekly and New Mexico Lobo, University of New Mexico Regents Minutes, all
in Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico; and Frank D. Reeve,
"History of the University of New Mexico" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1928).
18. The overwhelming fraternity-sorority majority in activities is evident in the biographies of the university yearbook, The Mirage, Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.
The student competitions were prominently reported, more often than not by Greek student
journalists, in the UN.M. Weekly, and New Mexico Lobo throughout the entire period.
19. Interview with Tibo Chavez, December 21, 1983, Los Lunas, New Mexico. See
the following student editorial: "One of the best customs and most important acts on the
[university] hill is the required grade standards of the different fraternities and sororities.
The fact that each organization makes their pledges come up to a certain average in their
grades and pass a required number of hours, seems to me to be direct co-operation with
the faculty. But a break has come.... The report is that some of the organizations have
strickened [sic] a certain spanish course from their list of requirements, because it can
not be counted the same as the other courses This is a lack of co-operation. The weakness
should be found and remedied." New Mexico Lobo, January 10,1928
20. Anglo disrespect was' also expressed by non-fraternity students as indicated by
a Boys' Dorm skit in which Spanish Americans were caricatured as exemplars of socialism:
"John Howard, as the Honorable Martinez, gave a one-hour speech on why he should be
elected as the attorney general of the State of New Mexico, and telling how well he had
performed the duties of the office he now held as dog catcher in Barelas." UN.M. Weekly,
May 25, 1923
21. As Carolyn Zeleny observed, the fraternities and sororities applied restrictions
"even in the case of high-class members of the group." Zeleny, "Relations Between the
Spanish-Americans and Anglo Americans in New Mexico," 306.
22. Antonio A. Sedillo, who served as a UNM regent for ten years, had been a delegate
to the Constitutional Convention of 1910 where he helped draft provisions of Spanish
American rights into New Mexico's political charter. In an accomplished careEn, Sedillo
helped organize and lead the largest mutual aid society in the Southwest, was an effective
district attorney, counsel for at least one case before the U.S Supreme Court, Speaker
of the New Mexico House of Representatives, and a personal aide to Governor Octaviano
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Mela Sedillo, from The Mirage,
1925. Courtesy of Special
Collections, Zimmerman Library,
University of New Mexico.

to family lore, just as Juan Sedillo began classes at the university, an
Anglo who had been a close friend from childhood, upon his initiation
into a fraternity, suddenly spurned friendship with Juan. 23
Five years later, Mela Sedillo, younger sister of Juan, appeared to
have made an inroad. Following her father's advice, Mela and several
young Anglo women chartered the Chi Omega Sorority in 1925. 24 Mela
Sedillo's part in forming the sorority became something of a legend in
Spanish American circles. The memory that "Mela Sedillo started a sorority at the university" inspired others for generations. 25
But if Mela Sedillo could do it, why not others? Occasionally Spanish
Americans, especially the more assimilated, were admitted into fraternities and sororities. But the problem, as experienced by Mela Sedillo
and others, was what one historian has called "social emulation." According to Frederick Lewis Allen, it was in the small, enclosed fraternity
system that association with the right individuals signaled to others that
an individual numbered "among the elect."26 That Mela Sedillo did not
remain in her sorority for long stemmed from the cultural barrier that

Larrazolo. Albuquerque Tribune, October 24, 1933; Albuquerque Journal, October 25,
1933; Ellndependiente, October 27, 1933; Jose Amaro Hernandez, Mutual Aide for Survival: The Case of the Mexican American (Malabar, Florida: Robert E. Krieger Publishing
Company, 1983), 35.
23. Interview with Mela Sedillo Koeber, July 8, 1982.
24. Ibid.; New Mexico Lobo, January 9, 1925
25. In interviewing senior Spanish Americans, it is evident that this memory lives on.
26. Frederick Lewis Allen, The Big Change. America Transforms Itself, 1900-1950
(New York Harper & Brothers, 1952), 39
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even the more ambitious Spanish Americans were likely to encounter.
Witnessing the seriousness with which fraternities and sororities considered other students "barbarian," Mela Sedillo came away convinced
that such organizations were inappropriate at educational 'institutions. 27
In 1924, soon after gaining a law degree from Georgetown University, Juan Sedillo compiled the laws that governed the University of New
Mexico. His volume, appearing while his father still served on the board
of regents, reflected the Spanish American's active concern with public
education. To Juan Sedillo, the book reinforced Article 8 of the state
constitution mandating the rights and privileges of educational admission and attendance for the "children of Spanish descent"The command
that these children "shall forever enjoy perfect equality with other children in all public schools and educational institutions of the state," together with the requirement that "the legislature shall provide penalties
for the violation of this section," would not be lost on Sedillo when, nine
years later as a state senator, he would be called on to lead a movement
to have the fraternities and sororities removed from the university.28
The 1933 anti-fraternity movement was further determined by (a)
the convergence of developments in the politics of institutional funding
during the Great Depression, and (b) relations among university students.
Active responses by minority groups to their social subordination
do not occur in isolation. The impulse to confront inequality can be
blocked only until changes in the social arena provide the right opportunity for protest. Into the 1930s, Spanish-speaking students remained
marginal in the UNM student body. A related condition was the paucity
of Hispanics on the faculty and administration. Without the placement
of key personnel, equivalent to Spanish-American participation in the
primary and secondary school systems,29 disgruntlement over the university remained disorganized and informal. But in 1931, New Mexico's
newly elected governor created a political atmosphere in which Spanish
Americans could openly vent their resentment against the university.
Elected governor in 1930, amidst the Great Depression, banker
Arthur Seligman set out to hold down New Mexico spending. In the
words of historian Paul Walter, Seligman's approach to policing the state
27. Interview with Koeber.
28 John A. A. Sedillo, "A Compilation of the Laws Governing the University of New
Mexico, To and Including the Session Laws of 1923," April 1, 1924, Special Collections,
Zimmerman Library.
29. As Zeleny noted: "Several Spanish-Americans interviewed said that they had not
noticed much race prejudice in elementary school grades, but became increasingly aware
of it as they went through high school, and felt its full force in the University." Zeleny,
"Relations Between the Spanish-Americans and Anglo-Americans in New Mexico," 306.
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budget was "fanatical in its zeal."30 In fairness, Seligman was in charge
when UNM, already the state's most financially demanding institution,
requested a substantial increase in its budget two years after the great
stock market crash. Unverified rumors also suggested professors and
administrators were channeling tax money for street improvements into
their neighborhoods. To make matters worse, the university president's
state-supported residence was built in 1930. All this symbolized to many
New Mexicans that the university was prospering while others suffered.
Fraternities and sororities picked this poor time to file claims for educational tax exemptions on their houses. 31 The new governor quickly
came to view the university as arrogant, selfish, and uncooperative.
Governor Seligman publicly labeled the state's higher education
institutions "sacred cows" that should be worshipped no longer. Seligman ordered reviews down to the smallest of university purchases. In
1932, he forced a 35 percent reduction in faculty and administrative
salaries. Seligman was re-elected in 1932, and UNM administrators went
to the 1933 legislature fearful that, to meet the governor's demand for
another 10 percent reduction, they would have to release some faculty
members. 32
Seligman's declaration of an open hunting season on the university
was not lost on Spanish Americans. Late in the fall semester of 1932, a
speech made by UNM President James Zimmerman in California advocating Latin American exchange programs at universities in the Southwest was publicized throughout New Mexico. Zimmerman reportedly
announced projects he was encouraging at his own institution, including
preservation of native arts and crafts, language training for teachers of
Spanish-speaking children, and student bilingual clubs. 33 A quick response to Zimmerman's remarks came from J. J. Clancy, a Spanishspeaking Anglo-American teacher living in Anton Chico who identified
closely with the Hispanos of the surrounding villages and who was
recognized by villagers as an effective defender of their traditions. 34 In
h

30. Paul A. F Walter, "Necrology: Arthur Seligman," New Mexico Historical Review,
13 (October 1933), 312.
31. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, November 23,24,1931, August 21, 1932, February 16,
1933, and March 29,1933; Albuquerque Tribune, February 16,1933; UNM BUlletin, 19351936, p. 29.
32. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, June 3,1932; Albuquerque Tribune, February 17,1933.
33. Albuquerque Tribune, December 12,1932; [Santa Fe] New Mexican, December
13, 1933
34. Antonio Mondragon to the author. According to Mondragon, J. J. Clancy organized a popular Spanish literary and debating society in Anton Chico, and was continually
at odds with the administration over teaching Spanish in the local school district. Clancy's
esteem in the Hispanic community is indicated by the title, "EI Profesor Juan J. Clancy,"
bestowed in the Hispano Santa Rosa News (Las Nuevas), April 27, May 4, 1934.
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the turgid style popular at the time, Clancy's letter to an Albuquerque
editor accused Zimmerman of hypocrisy:
The fundamental trouble with such a Pan-American project, based
as it is on reciprocity of fair treatment leading to congenial understanding of each other, is that we seek outside friendship ventures,
praising analogous race scions, the Spanish Americans, here, for
the purpose of attracting like with like, while at the very same time
we are racially haters of the very home products our dollar policy
with those Latin countries would undertake to use as Pan-American
bait. ... Give a dog a bad name at home and then try to extol him
abroad.
Clancy's letter was the opening shot in the campaign against Spanish American social subordination at the university. The letter challenged
Zimmerman to refute "the proposition" that "the native elements in New
Mexico, save for political and commercial exploitation purposes, have
never been treated racially with that 'mutual' consideration which the
learned president would academically utilize as a plausible basis for
Pan-American affinity and affiliation." From his knowledge of teaching
methods used in Hispanic communities, Clancy also charged the state's
educational system with failure. Referring to UNM's adjunct program
designed to equip teachers in rural areas, he declared: "Your San Jose
project is a living confession of your past incapacity or unwillingness to
cope with a bounden obligation-the sensible, scientific training of your
foster children, the Spanish Americans, in such educational terms as
you would jubilantly pose before a Latin American world."35
The terms "native elements," "home products," and "foster children"
carried a sense of the Spanish American's historical and regional predicament. The Hispanos were only "adopted" as a result of the Anglo
invasion of New Mexico. The Anglo university thus had a "bounden
obligation" to provide modern education for those who were in New
Mexico earlier. This native refrain was one that those of Spanish heritage
would rely on more as the focus on the university enlarged in the coming
months.
A week later Ernest Garda of Gallup, claiming to "know the soul of
the Latin majority," spoke on behalf of young Spanish Americans with
whom he had often discussed life in America. Adding to Clancy's reminders on the obligation to instruct, Garcia voiced the Spanish American's traditional grudge against the university: "the doors of the social
life of the university, to the average Spanish-American student, are not
very inviting." Testing his own allegation, Garda reflected: "It's true, to
35. Albuquerque Tribune, December 21, 1932.
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obtain a diploma one does not have to belong to a fraternity or be a
social standout." He was, however, led to the sentiment that Crichton
would echo twelve years later: "It's the feeling of being slighted that
hurts." Garcia developed his critique, categorizing the university insult
with the deeper problem of employment discrimination against Spanish
Americans in the Southwest. He then invoked a popular Spanish-American symbol to convey the victimization of his people: "Thus is our plight
[in] the country which our forefathers, the Conquistadores, fought for,
explored and settled."36
Lest he seem a separatist, the Gallup resident concluded by reminding his "Anglo-Saxon brother" of the latter's duty "to extend his hand
in help and not [withhold] it." He suggested further that "[W]orking side
by side for the mutual welfare of our state ... we will be without distinction, not as Anglo or a Latin, but an American citizen. "37 The inconsistent images of "side by side" and "without distinction" expressed one
insistence in the Spanish heritage on having it both ways: nourish an
identity of difference and assimilate the American way.38 The difference
in this context, however, was the emerging mood which would publicly
lay blame on the Anglo American for preventing assimilation.
Meanwhile at the university, the stage for greater collective response
was set by organized attempts to undo the fraternity-sorority rule. As on
other campuses across the country, fraternities and sororities at UNM
spawned an antithetical Independent Students Organization. Deliberately challenging the fraternity-sorority dominance, the Independents
dealt a blow to the Greeks in the campus election of 1932, narrowly
winning all offices including student body president. For two semesters
straight, moreover, the Independents won the "scholastic cup" for the
highest grade-point average among organized student groupS.39
Spanish-American students allied themselves with the Independents, using the Bilingual Club as their vehicle. One Hispano strength
lay in the status-significant athletic intramurals. Combined into one team,
the Independents and Bilinguals scored well against the fraternities in
the track and field meet. On its own, the Bilingual Club won the highly
coveted basketball championship, and came close to winning the 1933
baseball tournament. In campus politics, three Bilingual Club members
entered the frenetic, highly publicized student elections in the spring of

36. Ernest C. Garcia to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, December 29,1933.
37. Ibid.
38. Not inconsistently, this formula was invoked widely and successfully by Spanish
Americans of mixed parentage and those who intermarried with Anglos.
39. New Mexico Lobo, October 7, .1927, April 1, 1933; The Mirage (University of New
Mexico Yearbook, 1933), 221.
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1933. The fraternities and sororit'les, however, won all seats in the elections. 40
These were not, however, the only nor the primary Bilingual Club
activities. The organization's thirty-five to fifty members organized in the
interest of Hispano welfare, scheduled discussions with George I. Sanchez of the state department of education, concerning the alarming rate
of public school attrition among Hispano youth. 41 It was from this vantage
point that more confrontational measures regarding the fraternity problem appeared possible. Fifty years later, former Bilingual Club member
and Lieutenant Governor Tibo J. Chavez recalled what had to be done:
"We made them aware that we were not going to sit there and let them
do that [domination] to us. We were the scions of distinguished families
in New Mexico and there was no way they were going to push us around
like that. "42
This was vintage Spanish-Americanism: the "distinguished family,"
derived from New Mexico's historic colonial class. Spanish American
"scions" upheld what they interpreted as the ricos' original sense of
community leadership and responsibility. In a work published many
years later, Chavez showed his personal identification with a "high officer" ancestor who had, in his words, "pioneered" with Don Diego de
Vargas in the reconquest of New Mexico and in the history of the Rio
Abajo area. 43
To vindicate their tradition-bound honor, the students turned to New
Mexico's eleventh legislative session and found there an understandably
sympathetic ear in Santa Fe Senator Juan A. Sedillo. Had he not known
from first-hand experience exactly what Spanish students meant by
fraternity prejudice, Sedillo might have listened to this report of Anglo
wrong-doing by virtue of his leadership role in the Progressive wing of
the Republican party. Spanish Americans like Sedillo played central roles
in Senator Bronson Cutting's bolting Progressive organization. New Mexico Progressives stressed Hispano rights, and the roll of Spanish-American Progressives was a long one-including Mauricio Miera, Miguel A.
Otero, Jesusita Perrault, Antonio Sedillo, Orlando Ulivarri, and Juan Salazar. 44
Simultaneously, the state Progressive organization had a special
40. The Mirage [1933], p. 221; New Mexico Lobo, January 6, March 31, 1933; Albuquerque Journal, March 17,30.31,1933.
41. New Mexico Lobo, April 13.28, 1933; La Bandera Americana, April 27,1933
42. Interview with Tibo J. Chavez, Los Lunas, New Mexico, July 26, 1982.
43. Gilberto Espinosa and Tibo J. Chavez, EI Rio Abajo, ed. Carter M. Waid (n.p.,
nd.),23
44. While New Mexico history recognizes the ethnic advocacy of Governor Octaviano
Larrazolo and US. Senator Dennis Chavez, the unwritten chapter between these two
figures will show Progressive Republicans and the related EI Club Politico Independiente
carrying forth the banner of Spanish American rights.
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alliance with Democratic Governor Seligman. Senator Cutting's support
assured Seligman a strong gubernatorial victory in 1930. Cutting crossed
party lines again in 1932, helping to lead a national Progressive movement for Franklin D. Roosevelt. As a result, both Seligman and Sedillo
benefitted from a statewide fusion campaign of Progressive Republicans
and Democrats. 45
On January 26, 1933, Sedillo introduced Senate Bill- Number 71,
"To Prevent the Formation and Prohibit the Existence of Secret Fraternities and Sororities in State Educational Institutions, Universities, Colleges and Schools.... " Besides making it unlawful for students to join
fraternities and sororities or to help in their formation, the act proposed
power of enforcement to the board of regents and trustees, as well as
suspension or termination for students involved in such activity.46
Sedillo cited a California precedent for his proposal and pointed to
some Ivy League schools that he said had abolished fraternities and
sororities. He argued that such a move could only improve social relations at a smaller university such as UNM. Appealing to the Anglo votes
in the legislature, Sedillo downplayed the racial justification for the bill
by speaking of the discrimination allegedly engendered by the fraternities and sororities against "the poor ... be they Anglo or Latin."47
Committees from both the Bilingual Club and the fraternities lobbied
the legislators the following day. The Spanish Americans delivered a
petition bearing seventy-five signatures, some of them Anglo, in support
of SB 71. While the petition's statement claimed injury done to both nonfraternity Anglos and Spanish Americans, the press reported the exclusively Hispanic-related public statements by student leaders. The students apparently felt that history had invested them with the authority
to raise the prejUdice issue, as they emphasized that one of them was
"said to be the grandson of Donaciano Vigil, first territorial governor of
New Mexico in 1847. "48 This was the Spanish heritage in political terms,
alluding to the native Hispanos' venerable legacy of leadership and proof
of ability under American rule, not to mention their long-held right to
share in ruling the state.
Countering the bill was the Inter-fraternity Council's argument that
its system saved the state thousands of dollars in student housing. Anglo
45. Jack E. Holmes, Politics in New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1967), 160-74.
.
46. New Mexico. Eleventh Legislature, 1933. Senate, Senate Bill number 71, Folder
for Bills 44-77. New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
47. Albuquerque Tribune, January 26, 1933. New Mexico newspaper readers could
also note the anti-fraternity opinion common in the U.S. during this period. The Texas
legislature, for example, tried unsuccessfully to "abolish" or "regulate" the fraternities at
the Austin campus of the state university. That case involved rowdiness, including the
hazing-related death of a fraternity initiate. New Mexico Lobo, October 5, 1928.
48. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, January 27, 1933.
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legislators who were also UNM alumni hosted the fraternity group. They
cautioned that doing away with the Greek organizations would only
encourage the creation of truly restrictive and secret clubs on campus.
President Zimmerman, meanwhile, "deprecated" the fraternity and sorority discussion and defended the university's record on Hispanic matters 49
The chair of the senate's education committee declared scant chance
for passage of SB 71. But the anti-fraternity sentiment was not to be
deterred, and support for the bill expanded. Letters arrived in the senate
from some twenty Spanish Americans attending college in Washington,
D.C. and St. Louis. Since the list included the brother of Senator Sedillo
some political orchestration was obvious. On the other hand, suggestive
of a deeper Spanish-American feeling was the signature of the son of
then U.S. Congressman Dennis Chavez, who was aligned with the antiProgressive, anti-fusionist regulars within the Democratic Party.50
Spanish Americans in New Mexico attempted to interpret the meaning of this attack on the university. They invoked the native's viewpoint
within the Spanish heritage. With racism the enemy, the Independent
Club of Bernalillo County, a Progressive organ, sounded a rather radical
charge of imperialism against "those usurpers who come into our beloved land of our inheritance with their prejudiced minds pretending to
be superior in class to our ancestors. "51
Another line of thought stemmed from one of the most conservative
versions of the Spanish heritage, namely, the myth that all New Mexicans
accepted the American annexation happily. "If anyone has the right of
way concerning the State University of New Mexico," one individual
contributed, "it is certainly the children, the grandchildren and the greatgrandchildren of the families of New Mexico who extended a welcoming
hand and gave hostage to the invasion of our own country, New MexiCO."52

These assertions reflected a flexible and creative Spanish heritage,
first telling the Anglo that in effect "We know that your nation stole the
land from our forebears and that you continue to deprive us today;" and
second, that "We welcomed you with open arms. Why should you do
this to us now?"
The anti-fraternity bill came before the senate's education committee in mid-February. The committee heard testimony from four sets of
witnesses. Senator Sedillo and the Spanish students continued to charge
49 [Santa Fe] New Mexican, January 27,31, 1933
50. Albuquerque Tribune, January 27, February 2, 1933; [Santa Fe] New Mexican,
February 2, 3, 1933
51. Albuquerque Journal, January 29, 1933.
52. Virginia Mainz [sic] to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, January 29, 1933
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that the Greek organizations contributed to an "undemocratic system of
caste." Several Anglos who supported the bill argued on the grounds
of social etiquette and "boorish" fraternity-sorority manners. The fraternity
students, meanwhile, had already submitted a four-hundred-name petition of their own. In their testimony to the committee they claimed that
"any barriers, racial or otherwise, the creation of which had been credited to fraternities and sororities, existed only in the minds of those
students who were not members of such organizations." Finally, David
Chavez, district attorney and former mayor of Santa Fe as well as brother
of Congressman Chavez, also argued against SB 71. At the same time,
however, he spoke to the problem of segregation at the university and
urged fraternities and sororities to begin admitting Spanish students. 53
Facing not only an Anglo-controlled legislature, but a sizeable bloc
from the so-called Little Texas counties, the protestors began to realize
the odds against them. Toward the end of February, Spanish-American
representatives in the house drafted a resolution suggesting that the
university administration do something about social conditions on its
campus. The resolution made no mention of fraternities and sororities,
stating its intent to insure that the legislature give some positive response
to the original student appeal. In the letter-to-the-editor columns, a UNM
student admitted the ineffectiveness of "legislative force" in the resolution
of social problems, stressing that the "ulterior motive" of the bill was
iristead to "bubble the warped conditions of the state institution and'
bring them to the attention of the taxpayers .... "54
The education committee made its recommendation March 6. SB
71 's obituary in the Albuquerque Journal was appropriately ironic: "This
much discussed bill died an inconspicuous death after all the fireworks,
letters, petitions and hearings it has been accorded. An unfavorable
report of t~e Senate education committee was adopted Monday and
without a word of debate, or even a roll call. "55
As a final word, Spanish-American representatives in the house
gained passage of another resolution urging that university authorities
impress on the fraternities and sororities "the wisdom" of selecting their
membership on the merits of scholastic standing, "athletic prowess,"
and. "financial rating," as well as other qualities that, in its own words,
':are in no way monopolized by the Anglo-American students, but which
are equally as evident in all students." Predictably, the Spanish heritage
faGtion took an anti-racial stance: "[W]hile we recognize that race or
53. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, February 17, 1933.
54. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, Albuquerque Journal, February 23, 1933; Fred Barela
to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, January 30, 1933.
55. Albuquerque Journal, March 7, 1933; see also New Mexico Senate Journal,
Eleventh New Mexico Legislature, 471.
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class prejudice cannot be eradicated through legislation, we do know
that it's high time the most intellectual body in our state should begin
to disseminate the idea that there is no racial difference, and therefore
should be no racial prejudice." On the other hand, having to acknowledge the existence of a Hispanic people, it also adopted an ethnic
perspective, saying that New Mexico was "founded and continued in
progress through the best efforts of several nationalities."The university,
it proclaimed, was "established to root out bigotry, intolerance, and
narrow mindedness," and its duty now was to teach "that a melting pot
of the different elements in the race produced a better and stronger
people." Reflecting a will toward inclusion inAmerican society, the Spanish heritage faction concluded with an appeal that education should
help bring about a "greater feeling that every people has its place in
this universe."56
By American standards the anti-fraternity protest was not militant.
But just a month and a half after the fraternity agitation was settled by
the New Mexico legislature, Spanish Americans mobilized against the
University of New Mexico once more, this time with greater indignation
and a more effective and higher intensity, when an Anglo professor
charged with fomenting racial conflict was forced to resignS? In this
incident as well, the Spanish heritage was prominently expressed. In
one statement, a university student fell back on classic dissociation,
assailing Anglo classmates because not only had they called him "greaser,"
but "Mexican" as well. On the other hand, the Spanish heritage faction
was not above associating with indigenous people in its own way, in the
assumption by another spokesperson that there was political significance in the notion that "Indians and conquistadores were the first
Americans" in the state. 58
Both utterances were made during the kind of event that was called
a "mass meeting" at the time and what today qualifies as a protest
demonstration. This gathering in Albuquerque was reportedly attended
by "several hundred" Spanish Americans. More than providing a means
to alleviate feelings of inferiority or to swallow a fantasy pride, the Spanish
heritage provided the terms with which to swipe at Anglo superiors. The
56. House Resolution introduced by Ramon Chavez, Frank 1. Encinias, Benito Valdez,
Palemon Martinez, O. Ulivarri, Susana Chavez; New Mexico. Eleventh Legislature, 1933,
House of Representatives, House Resolution Number 17. New Mexico State Records
Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
57. This second event resulted from a complex of many inter-ethnic tensions. For
documentation, see Phillip B. Gonzales, "'A Perfect Furor of Indignation': The Racial Attitude
Confrontation of 1933" (doctoral dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1985). Brief
references to the case are in Nancle L. Gonzalez, Spanish Americans of New MeXico,
177-78, 204; and Carolyn Zeleny, "Relations Between Spanish-Americans and AngloAmericans in New Mexico," 339-40.
58. Albuquerque Journal, April 28, 1933.
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speaker who had complained about being called "Mexican" also charged
that he had "not witnessed one act of equity at the university between
the [races]." And the one who had allied Indians and conquistadores in
her novel way sounded a forceful warning: "The Anglos have been
coming in among us year after year until they have got us down now.
This is the time to act and with the aid of those of us who are educated
we should be able to protect ourselves. "59
The confrontations with the University of New Mexico show that the
Spanish heritage served to "protect" its believers by extending itself into
the political domain. Widely ingrained, the heritage intermeshed with the
Hispano's strategic political role. Politics, by the same token, affected
the development and spread of Spanish identity. It follows that in a
relatively isolated New Mexico, there should have been a close relation
between the two.
Rather than a by-product of Hispanic success, as the writings of
Crichton, Gonzalez and others make it appear, the Spanish heritage
promoted social attainment directly. It may have taken several years
more before Spanish students began infiltrating the Greek fraternities
and sororities noticeably but, beginning in 1934, they were increasingly
active in student government, the publications board, Akiho Club, the
engineering society, and beauty contests. The Bilingual Club continued
for several more years. Even more successful was Las Oamitas, organized for Spanish-American women in 1934 (the Bilingual Club having
been all male). Las Oamitas served to integrate Spanish women into
student life, becoming a part of the Phrateres national organization. Until
1943, Phrateres at UNM listed itself with two subchapters, "Laughlin for
the Anglo girls, and Las Oamitas for the Spanish girls." A major project
of Phrateres involved volunteer work with Spanish-American youth in the
Barelas Community Center60
For racial protest to arise, it is essential that the protestors have a
developed sense of minority legacy. In his letter criticizing President
Zimmerman, Clancy reminded his readers that the fact that Spanish
Americans were not respected by Anglos was nothing new and his
statements were simply repeating for the "millionth time" in New Mexico
the same sad facts. Spanish-American identification was integral in a
spirit of political ethnicity, not unlike the spirit of the Chicano movement
after the 1960s. Opponents of the fraternities acknowledged their own
articulate leaders, as when Senator Sedillo was praised "for having the
courage of coming to the front in behalf of his race. "61
59. Ibid.
60. New Mexico Lobo, October 6, 1933; The Mirage, 1935-1947.
61. Alice M. Mares to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, January 28, 1933; T.
H. S. Chavez to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, January 29, 1933.
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Las Oamitas Club, 1935. Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library,
University of New Mexico.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the Chicano movement combined prior
ownership of the Southwest by Mexico with the principle that security
and equality are rights guaranteed natives in their homeland. Spanish
Americans adopted the same principle earlier in the twentieth century
in relation to New Mexico. 62 An admittedly glorified colonial past played
the political role of symbolizing, somewhat primitively, the native's claim
to New Mexico's bounty. The result was a particular strain within the
Spanish heritage that had its bed-rock identification with the regional
homeland, as opposed to Spain, and which primarily concentrated its
energies on the Anglo's dominating presence. Spanish-American pride
contained the realization-sometimes openly, often latently-of having
been conquered in one's own land.
The protest tendency in the Spanish heritage was not brought out
by earlier writers like Crichton, Zeleny, McWilliams, Fincher, and Fergusson. They did not recognize it as such since they had not benefited
from the heightened awareness of inter-ethnic conflict that came out of
the 19608. The protest aspect of the Spanish heritage appears to have
eroded in the context of World War II and the conservatism of the 1950s.
More recent writings tend to base their conclusions on impressions,
single observations or writings from the past, and not on the actual
social contexts of Spanish self-definition.

62. That Spanish Americans writing in the thirties were sometimes capable of recognizing this loss of homeland is cited by John Chavez, Lost Land, 97.
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In this connection, there is still much to investigate about the complex identity syndrome that was the Spanish heritage. What, for example,
was the exact timing of its spread throughout New Mexico? Did it play
a part in election campaigns? Have the lower and working classes
always shunned Spanish identification?
In this latter connection, one important charge against the heritage
is that it served to weaken the Spanish-speaking people as a whole by
dividing them according to class and citizenship. But was this always
so in actual practice? In 1935, for instance, the New Mexico Un employment Council handed Governor Clyde V. Tingley eleven economic
demands. The Anglo chairman said that of the council's two dozen labor
organizations, the largest was the "Spanish-American Workers League
spread allover the state with headquarters in Albuquerque." It was
probably La Liga Obrera, an Hispanic labor organization, that translated
its title into 'Spanish-American.' If so, then the Spanish category, if not
the heritage, was used in order to bring a divided working class together,
as in one of the demands which called for "abolishment of discrimination
against negroes, Spanish Americans, foreign born workers and small
farmers." And as an indication of a concern more generally identified
with the more bourgeois Hispanic class, there was another demand
calling for "abolishment of discrimination against rural schools, placing
the teaching of Spanish on the same level with English. "63
The 1930s was a time of intense racial repression in the United
States. In this context the Spanish-surnamed of New Mexico used the
Spanish heritage to circumvent the stigmatized Mexican label that had
blocked the public assertion of their ethnic identification. While it often
represented cultural romanticism or aversion to ethnic protest, the Spanish heritage could also serve-as it did in the anti~fraternity episodeas a political device, allowing its adherents to act in their collective
interest.

63. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, January 11, 1935.
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